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Which one will claim the crown - and who will they claim as their brides? Many years ago there were two
Mediterranean islands ruled as one kingdom--Adamas. But bitter family feuds ripped the kingdom apart and
the islands were ruled separately. When the Aristan king died, an illegitimate daughter was
discovered--Stephania, the rightful heir to the throne! Ruthlessly, the Caristan sheikh Zakari seduced her into
marriage to claim absolute power but was overawed by her purity and succumbed to love. But a black mark
hangs over the Calistan royal family still. Two safely returned, but the youngest was swept out to sea and
never found and presumed dead. The ruler of a nearby kingdom--Quasy. A stranger with scars on his wrists
from the pirates ropes. A stranger who knows nothing of his past--only his future as a king! And who will
claim the Qusay throne if the truth is unveiled? One kingdom, one crown. Four smoldering desert princes.
Which one will claim the throne and who will the claim as their brides? Mills and Boon Modern releases: But
this untouched queen could be his undoingâ€¦ May - Tamed: Long ago he loved a girl, but the power of their
feelings almost destroyed them both. Now that woman, the only one he could ever love, is forbidden to him!
Betrothed to another, unable to bear him sons, she is unfit to be his queen But she can stop the storm that has
raged in his heart since he last made her his. His choice - take her as his mistress, or become the king he was
born to be But he is more powerful than ever, and vengeance is high on his agenda! But when the remains of
his helicopter are discovered, the worst is assumed Until he comes back from the dead, with no explanation as
to how he survived! Now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace. Rumors of a pregnancy abound
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2: The Barbarian's Bride by Alex Ryder
The bartered bride! To Kassim Riffik, Janene was worth fifty thousand pounds of cool hard cash. That was the exact
amount her wayward boyfriend owed him and Kassim always collected on his debts.
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Find all the books, read about the author, and more.
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Harlequin Presents Readers has 3 books shelved: Saturday's Bride, A Passionate Marriage, and Tamed: The Barbarian
King.
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One-Click Buy: August Harlequin Presents: The Italian Duke's Virgin Mistress\Mia and the Powerful Greek\The Greek's
Pregnant Lover\An Heir for the Toussaint's Baby\Master of the Desert Aug 1,
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The Spanish Duke's Virgin Bride. At the Sheikh's Bidding. Caribbean Desire.
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The Barbarian's Bride by Alex Ryder starting at $ The Barbarian's Bride has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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May Harlequin Presents Subscription - The brave-heart bride! Washed up on the shores of a remote Scottish island,
Avalon Rivers was desperate to return home.
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Find great deals on eBay for harlequin presents. Shop with confidence.
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